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Respected Comrade Kim Jong Un Inspects Munitions Factory

Kim Jong Un, general secretary of the Workers' Party of Korea and president of the State
Affairs of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, inspected a munitions factory
producing a major weapon system.
He was accompanied by Jo Yong Won, member of the Presidium of the Political Bureau
and secretary for Organizational Affairs of the WPK Central Committee, Kim Jong Sik and
Kim Yo Jong, vice department directors of the WPK Central Committee, and leading officials
in the sector of the Academy of Defence Science.
Looking round the room for education in the revolutionary history and various worksites
of the factory, the respected General Secretary learned in detail about the recent technical
updating and modernization of production processes done by the factory and its current
production from leading officials of the factory.
He highly appreciated the factory for arming itself fully with the idea of the 4th Plenary
Meeting of the 8th Party Central Committee and effecting collective innovation and leaping
progress in producing major weapons to implement the Party's decisions.
Saying that the factory holds a very important position and duty in modernizing the

country's armed forces and realizing the national defence development strategy, he
indicated the tasks and ways for steadily developing it into an icon factory symbolic of
modernity of the country's defence industry.
He ardently appealed to the workers, technicians, officials and military inspectors of the
factory to turn out as one in an all-out drive for thoroughly implementing the munitions
policies set forth at the 8th Party Congress by carrying forward the traditions and history of
our proud defence industry which has safeguarded the Party and the revolution with
munitions production, bearing in their minds the single intention to defend the
revolutionary cause of the Party with powerful cutting-edge arms.
All the officials and workers of the factory hardened their pledge to fulfill the honorable
mission and duty of being soldiers of the defence industry faithful to the Party who reliably
defend the security of the state, cherishing the unwavering will of the respected General
Secretary who smashes with his bold pluck the challenges of the U.S. imperialists and their
vassal forces trying to violate in every direction our Republic's right to self-defence dearer
than life and dedicates his devotion and zeal to the path of the development of the Jucheoriented defence industry for providing a shortcut to the greatest military power in the
harshest-ever adversity.

Respected Comrade Kim Jong Un Inspects Site Set for
Building Ryonpho Vegetable Greenhouse Farm

Kim Jong Un, general secretary of the Workers' Party of Korea and president of the State
Affairs of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, inspected a site in Ryonpho area of
Hamju County, South Hamgyong Province set for building a large-scale vegetable
greenhouse farm.
He was accompanied by Jo Yong Won, member of the Presidium of the Political Bureau
and secretary for Organizational Affairs of the WPK Central Committee, and Pak Jong Chon,
member of the Presidium of the Political Bureau and secretary of the WPK Central
Committee.
The respected Comrade Kim Jong Un was greeted on the spot by officials of a relevant
department of the Party Central Committee and design institution and commanding officers
of the units of the People's Army to be involved in the construction.
A preparation for the building of the large-scale vegetable greenhouse farm in Ryonpho-ri
area of Hamju County, South Hamgyong Province has already been pushed forward
according to the far-sighted plan of the WPK which struggles, setting it as the supreme
principle of its activities to promote the wellbeing of the people.
Personally making field survey in April 2019, Kim Jong Un matured his plan to build in
Ryonpho area a modern greenhouse farm bigger than the greenhouse farm built in
Jungphyong area of Kyongsong County, North Hamgyong Province to contribute to the
improvement of the diet of the people in South Hamgyong Province. He gave important
teachings related with the construction of the Ryonpho area large-scale vegetable

greenhouse farm several times and has guided the designing.
The 4th Plenary Meeting of the 8th Party Central Committee set the construction of the
Ryonpho Vegetable Greenhouse Farm as a top-priority task of the major state construction
policy tasks for the year 2022 and decided to complete it by the founding anniversary of the
Party this year before assigning duties.
On the spot, Kim Jong Un was first briefed on the master plan for construction of the
Ryonpho Vegetable Greenhouse Farm.
Noting that the greenhouse farm to be built in Ryonpho area this time is a project huger
than the greenhouse farm built in Jungphyong area of Kyongsong County, North Hamgyong
Province a few years ago in terms of size and volume of construction, he said that when the
100-hectare greenhouse and district of farm dwelling houses are built in Ryonpho area, the
area will undergo tremendous changes and be of a great help to the diet of the people in
Hamhung City and other areas of South Hamgyong Province.
Saying he was determined to assign the construction of a new large-scale greenhouse
farm again to the units of the People's Army that have already accumulated a lot of
experience in building greenhouse farms, he stressed that service personnel of the relevant
units should remain faithful to their noble mission befitting the absolute executors of the
Party's plan and policy and the creators of the people's happiness and wage an all-out
campaign of loyalty to realize the cherished desire of our Party as soon as possible.
All the merits and demerits of the Jungphyong Vegetable Greenhouse Farm should be
considered in the design layout of the greenhouse farm to be built this time to further
develop sci-tech aspects and operational aspect, he said, calling for markedly raising the
modernization level of over 850 greenhouses covering 100 hectares.
He stressed the need to give precedence to windbreak forest formation along the edge of
the greenhouse farm to suit the characteristics of the coastal area. Diversity in designing
residential blocks and shapes of houses on the farm should be applied in a peculiar way, he
added.
He specified the issues arising in the construction of the greenhouse farm ranging from
the formation of a powerful construction headquarters for pushing forward the
construction, organization of sector-specific panels, perfect designs on the highest level,
priority to the provision of building materials and manufacturing of greenhouse equipment,
strengthening of construction guidance and supervision to responsible windbreak forest
creation and greening.
He also called for selecting and training technicians and employees for the operation of
the greenhouse farm from the next year and pushing forward the provision of vegetable
seeds and farm implements and farming materials so as to most perfectly build the farm to
be one making tangible contribution to the diet of the people as early as possible and model
and standard one for the Party's policy on greenhouse farm construction.
With the great expectation and trust of the respected General Secretary, all the builders

hardened their pledge to successfully complete the vegetable greenhouse farm on the
world level through miracles, within the date and standard set by the Party, true to the
intention of the General Secretary working heart and soul to bring about substantial
achievements and changes awaited and welcomed by the people.
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